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ABSTRACT: We study regular wavelength scale arrays of
metallic dimers. By employing dimers made up of two different
sized discs, we are able to couple to array-based collective
surface lattice resonances of both bright and dark, that is
symmetric and antisymmetric, dimer modes and to show that
the degree of asymmetry can be used to control the relative
strength of the two surface-lattice modes. The collective nature
of these excitations can even lead to an antisymmetric surface-
lattice resonance that is stronger than the symmetric one; this is in stark contrast to the dark and bright nature of the underlying
modes of the individual dimers. We verify these experimental findings, derived from extinction measurements, by comparison
with both analytical and numerical modeling.
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The plasmon modes of individual metallic nanostructures
depend sensitively on their shape, size, composition, and

local environment.1,2 When a number of metallic nanostruc-
tures are in close proximity, the plasmon modes interact with
one another, leading to an overall response that can be
significantly different from that of the isolated elements.3 Near-
field coupling between two closely spaced particles causes
mode-hybridization,4−6 whereas regular arrays of nanoantennas
can support collective modes mediated by far-field inter-
actions.7−11 In both cases, the resulting resonances can be
engineered to have much higher quality factors than those
typically found for single plasmonic particles.
The mechanisms giving rise to the narrow resonances are

fundamentally different for an isolated ensemble of near-field
coupled particles and for extended, regular arrays of particles. In
the first instance, the coupled resonators support a dark mode,
that is, one with a vanishing dipole moment, which therefore
does not couple to the far field. The particle ensemble thus
becomes a high-quality resonator when excited in this
state,4,11,12 leading to strong field enhancements.13,14 In the
second case, the individual resonators form a periodic array
with interelement distances on the order of the operating
wavelength in which the electric fields from all scatterers can
interact coherently and in phase with both each other and with
the incident light. The collective modes of regular arrays, often
known as surface lattice resonances9,15−17 (SLRs), have shown
potential for sensing18 and lasing,19 and have been successfully
exploited in strong-coupling experiments;20,21 they also show
promise in mediating magnonic interactions between magnetic
nanoparticles22,23 and for solid-state lighting.24 Very recently
structured lattices have been used to demonstrate superlattice
resonances,25 opening an extra route to the control of optical
properties; array structures have also been extended somewhat

into the third dimension.18,26 Here we investigate what happens
when these two methods of producing narrow plasmonic
resonances are combined.27 We find that the collective effect of
the lattice is able to overturn the bright/dark nature of the
modes supported by an isolated ensemble of plasmonic
particles. Our findings show that collective lattice effects offer
a powerful way to control the properties of plasmonic particles
and may find use in plasmonic metasurfaces, lasers, and
biosensors among others.
In the work reported here we study regular arrays of

asymmetric disc dimers (ADDs) and compare the results to
previous work on arrays of symmetric disc dimers.28,29 The
plasmon modes of a metallic dimer hybridize to give two
nondegenerate modes: a bright mode where the oscillating
dipole moments associated with the two particles (discs) are in
phase and a dark mode where they are out of phase. For
normal-incidence illumination, the dark mode of such
symmetric dimers is not radiatively coupled, and the response
is dominated by the bright mode. Breaking the symmetry of the
base element by fabricating dimers made up of two discs with
different diameters allows us to controllably introduce radiative
coupling to the dark mode30,31 (making it gray). The dark
mode of the ADD may then lead to the formation of a second
SLR in addition to the one associated with the bright
(symmetric) mode. A typical example of the arrays of
plasmonic asymmetric disc dimers we studied is shown in
Figure 1a.
Let us first describe the optical response of the base element,

that is, of an individual asymmetric disc dimer, in more detail: A
closely spaced pair of plasmonic oscillators is coupled via the
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overlapping near-fields and supports two distinct modes
described by mode-hybridization.4 In a simple picture, one
can reduce the individual plasmon resonances to their
associated dipole moments and consider how these couple.
The two modes are thus identified as a symmetric solution,
where the dipoles oscillate in phase, and an antisymmetric
solution, where the dipoles have a π phase difference. While the
symmetric mode radiates strongly because of its enhanced net
dipole moment, the out-of-phase dipoles of the antisymmetric
mode cancel, resulting in a zero net dipole moment, and the
mode is therefore dark and does not radiate.
However, such modes are only truly dark under perfect

symmetry conditions, and if these conditions are broken, for
example, by oblique incidence of the exciting wave, leading to
retardation across the structure, or by introducing a substrate
with an index-mismatch to the superstrate, the mode becomes
somewhat radiative with a small but nonvanishing net dipole
moment, leading to potentially high-quality but usually weak
(gray) resonances. In the asymmetric disc dimer that we use as
the base element for our experiments, the necessary symmetry
breaking takes the form of a geometric asymmetry, where one
particle is smaller than the other.
This naturally raises the question of whether we observe the

modes of a coupled dimer or simply the superposition of the
two resonances of the two individual discs, which occur at
slightly different spectral positions. A comparison of Figure 1b
and c shows the, albeit small, mode-splitting of the coupled
system relative to the individual resonances: While the two
resonances of the single discs occur at 612 and 709 nm
(separation Δλ = 97 nm), the two hybridized modes of the disc
dimer are found at 596 and 725 nm, giving a wavelength
separation Δλ = 129 nm, which shows an additional mode
splitting, indicative of coupling. This splitting increases to Δλ =
155 nm for smaller separation of the discs (c = 110 nm, dashed
lines in Figure 1c), corresponding to stronger coupling.
However, the signature of a coupled system is more clearly
seen in the difference between the two spectra shown for the
dimer (Figure 1c) when excited with incident light polarized
with the electric field parallel (black line) and perpendicular
(magenta line) to the pair axis. In these extinction-cross-section
spectra, the strength of the two resonances are reversed for the

different polarizations: The short-wavelength resonance is
stronger for perpendicular (magenta) than for parallel (black)
polarization and vice versa for the long-wavelength peak. If
these were the resonances of the individual discs, the weaker
resonance would always be that of the smaller particle (shorter
wavelength) because of its smaller polarizability, whereas in a
coupled pair, the weaker resonance is associated with the
antisymmetric, that is, gray resonance. Whether the weaker
resonance is the short- or long-wavelength solution depends on
the exact coupling conditions: In a longitudinally coupled
dipole pair (parallel polarization), the antisymmetric mode
occurs at a shorter wavelength than the symmetric mode, in the
transversally coupled case (perpendicular polarization) it is the
other way around. We can thus conclude that the two modes
observed stem from the near-field coupled ADD base elements.

■ SURFACE LATTICE RESONANCES IN ADD ARRAYS

The main focus of this report is on the interaction of such ADD
elements within periodic arrangements. We fabricated square
arrays of ADDs (d1 = 85 nm, d2 = 115 nm, h = 30 nm, c = 150
nm) with different lattice constants a, ranging from 350 to 500
nm and measured their extinction spectra in an index-matched
(n = 1.515) environment. The values of a were chosen so that
the diffraction edge, that is, the wavelength separating the
nondiffractive from the diffractive regime, occurs below,
between, and above the two resonances of the ADDs, as
indicated by the dashed colored lines in Figure 1a,b.
The results of these measurements are presented in Figure 2

for incident polarization parallel (a) and perpendicular (b) to
the dimer axis, together with the corresponding calculations (c,
d) based on an analytical dipole model32−35 (S-factor model),
for which we have modified the calculation of the S-factor for
an array with a two-element basis discussed in ref 29 to take

Figure 1. Asymmetric disc dimer (ADD). (a) Electron micrograph of a
typical ADD array with a lattice constant a = 450 nm. The base
elements are made up of two discs with diameters d1 = 85 nm, d2 =
115 nm, height h = 30 nm, and a center-to-center separation c = 150
nm. The scale bar is 500 nm. (b) Calculation of extinction spectra of
the two single discs and (c) of the individual ADD, using a coupled
dipole approach, for incident polarization parallel and perpendicular to
the pair axis for two different disc spacings c = 150 nm (solid lines)
and c = 110 nm (dashed lines). In both panels, the spectral position of
the diffraction edge for the lattice constants considered are indicated
by dashed colored lines.

Figure 2. Extinction cross-section spectra of ADD arrays with different
lattice constants a. (a, b) Experimental results for incident polarization
(a) parallel and (b) perpendicular to the dimer axis. (c, d) Spectra
derived from S-factor model calculations for incident polarization (c)
parallel and (d) perpendicular to the dimer axis. The positions of the
diffraction edge for all spectra are indicated by vertical dashed lines in
the same color as the corresponding data set. All extinction cross-
sections are normalized to the unit cell containing one base element.
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into account different dipole moments for the two particles in
the basis (see methods and Supporting Information for details).
The two S-factors S and S′, which are related to the two
sublattices, can be calculated from the distinct, yet coupled,
effective polarizabilities α1* and α2* of the two particles in the
basis, which are given by

α
α α ε α ε
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− + ′
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where α1 and α2 are the polarizabilities of the two isolated
particles that make up the ADD.
For both orientations of the incident electric field the shape

and strength of the SLR depends on the position of the
diffraction edge relative to the single-element resonances. When
the lattice constant is not large enough to allow diffractive
coupling (a = 350 nm, blue line), the spectrum of the array
resembles that of the individual base element (compare Figure
1c). The data show two relatively broad resonances whose
relative strengths are reversed for parallel (a, c) and
perpendicular (b, d) incident polarization, as expected from
the single-element response (Figure 1c). Increasing the lattice
constant a shifts the position of the diffraction edge toward
longer wavelengths and SLRs occur due to diffractive coupling.
The resonances become increasingly sharp and pronounced,
reaching a maximum quality factor when the diffraction edge is
located on the long-wavelength tail of the single-element
resonance,9 corresponding to the cyan spectra in Figure 2.
These observations about how the shape and strength of the

surface lattice resonance depend on the relative spectral
position of the diffraction edge and the isolated plasmon
resonance apply to both polarizations and to SLRs in
general.32,36 There is, however, one striking difference between

the two polarizations in the case of ADD arrays: The spectra
exhibit only a single SLR for parallel polarization (Figure 2a,c),
whereas for an incident electric field perpendicular to the dimer
axis, the spectra show double SLRs, reflecting the two modes of
the ADD base element (Figure 2b,d). In contrast to the single-
element or the nondiffractive case, the antisymmetric (longer
wavelength) mode is the stronger mode in the double SLR for
the given ADD.
This is, at first, surprising, as one expects the mode associated

with a smaller net dipole moment (for the individual ADD) to
couple to the far field less efficiently. However, as a collective
array resonance, the strength of the SLR features depends not
only on the mode supported by the base element, but also on
the interaction of the scattered fields from all elements in the
array, more precisely, on the net electric field at the site of one
dimer by scattering arising from the other dimers. For the
square array considered here, the contributions from elements
along the array axes will be out of phase with the contributions
from off-axis elements, leading to destructive interference.
Further calculations show that these out-of-phase scattered
fields from off-axis elements are stronger for wavelengths
around or below the diffraction edge (see Supporting
Information). Consequently, any mode corresponding to
these wavelengths will be damped. For the case of parallel
polarization, this effect leads to the antisymmetric (short-
wavelength) mode being completely suppressed by comparison
with the dominant symmetric mode, resulting in a single SLR.
The experimental data presented in Figure 2a,b qualitatively

agree with the spectra calculated on the basis of a modified S-
factor model (see Methods and Supporting Information for
details) shown in Figure 2c,d, while the absolute values of the
extinction cross-section per particle are approximately 1.5 times

Figure 3. Finite-element models. Extinction spectra and electric field distributions (as log(E/E0)) in the symmetry plane of the structures for the
different resonance positions are shown for an array (a = 450 nm) of (a) symmetric disc dimers (d1 = d2 = 90 nm, c = 150 nm) and of (b)
asymmetric disc dimers (d1 = 90 nm, d2 = 110 nm, c = 150 nm). In the extinction spectra, red lines correspond to incident polarization parallel and
blue lines to polarization perpendicular to the dimer axis. The field maps for modes A−E depict the total electric field, that is, the sum of incident and
resonantly scattered field.
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higher in the calculations than in the experiment. This is a
systematic error in the modeling that uses the modified long-
wavelength approximation37 to analytically calculate the
polarizability of the silver discs, which reaches the limits of its
applicability for the particle sizes and wavelengths considered in
this work.29 However, the agreement between experimental and
modeling data presented in this article is far better than in
previous work,29 where an additional error was added by using
a wrong equation to calculate the extinction cross-section.

■ FIELD CHARACTERISTICS OF SLR MODES

To better establish the interpretation of our experimental data
and to verify the conclusions we have drawn from the simple
coupled-dipole picture (S-factor model), we also calculated
extinction spectra and the electric field distributions associated
with the observed modes using finite-element modeling for
both a symmetric and an asymmetric dimer as the base
element, as shown in Figure 3. These calculations confirm our
main observation that a regular array of asymmetric disc dimers
can support two SLRs.
Arrays with a symmetric dimer basis show a single SLR

regardless of the incident polarization and the electric field
plots for modes A and B in Figure 3a identify them as the
coherent, constructive interference of the symmetric mode. For
a perfectly symmetric base element, the dipole moments of the
two resonators exactly cancel, resulting in a dark mode. It is
nonradiative and can therefore not lead to an SLR produced by
diffractive far-field coupling between the elements. Conversely,
arrays comprised of asymmetric disc dimers also have one SLR
for a field parallel to the dimer axis (red line in Figure 3b), but
exhibit two SLRs for an incident electric field perpendicular to
the dimer axis (blue line in Figure 3b). The corresponding
electric field distributions reinforce our previous reasoning that
the single SLR for parallel polarization is associated with the
symmetric mode of the dimer (mode C), whereas the double
SLR observed with perpendicular polarization reproduces both
the symmetric (mode D) and the antisymmetric mode (mode
E) of the ADD.

■ INFLUENCE OF ASYMMETRY

So far we have only considered one particular ADD as a base
element (d1 = 85 nm, d2 = 115 nm, c = 150 nm) and compared
it to arrays of symmetric dimers. We next want to examine what
influence the degree of asymmetry within the ADD could have
on the overall optical response of the array. We therefore
fabricated several samples with identical lattice constant a = 500
nm but with different aspect ratios of the two discs in the ADD
element; the interparticle distance, c = 150 nm, and the
diameter of one particle, d1 = 90 nm, remain the same, but the
diameter of the second particle is varied between d2 = 70 nm
and d2 = 125 nm.
Before we discuss the influence of the asymmetry on the

SLRs, it is necessary to first review how the optical response of
an individual ADD changes with the degree of asymmetry. If
the size of one disc is kept constant, a change in the size of the
second disc has two consequences: The spectral position of the
two modes red-shifts with growing disc size and the net dipole
moment for both the symmetric and the antisymmetric
combination changes. In the symmetric case the net dipole
moment increases, in line with the increase of the dipole
moment of the individual disc. In the antisymmetric case, it is
the difference between the two individual moments that is

important. The net dipole moment takes a minimum value of
zero when the discs are the same size. When the discs are of
different sizes, the net moment not only depends on the
difference in size (the aspect ratio), it also depends on the
absolute value of the dipole moments of the two particles; for a
given aspect ratio, the net dipole moment is greater when the
two particles are larger. These general trends are the same for
longitudinal and transverse coupling between the dipoles.
These considerations allow us to explain the changes

observed in the associated SLRs, measurements of which are
given in Figure 4 for four different values of d2. The single SLR

(Figure 4a) observed under polarization parallel to the pair axis
slightly red-shifts and increases in strength with the growing
size of the second particle, directly reflecting the behavior of the
base element. Similarly, we find a general red-shift of the double
SLR (Figure 4b) for perpendicular polarization as the second
disc becomes larger. The relative strength of the symmetric and
antisymmetric SLR also changes with a varying degree of
asymmetry and overall disc size. While the short-wavelength,
symmetric, SLR is stronger for smaller discs in the ADD, the
antisymmetric SLR becomes more and more prominent with
increasing values of d2, thus, increasing net dipole moment,
until it becomes the stronger of the two modes for d2 = 110 nm.
Note that for the special case of a symmetric pair (d2 = d1,
green line in Figure 4b) the long-wavelength SLR disappears
completely because the antisymmetric mode cannot couple to
the far field.

■ CONCLUSION
We have studied the rich behavior of surface-lattice resonances
in regular arrays formed from asymmetric disc dimers.
Depending on the polarization of the incident light with
respect to the dimer axis, such arrays show either a single or a
double SLR associated with the symmetric and antisymmetric
mode of the base element. The spectral position and the overall
strength, as well as the relative strength of the two modes

Figure 4. Measured extinction (per base element) spectra for varying
degrees of asymmetry in the base element. The arrays are excited with
polarization (a) parallel and (b) perpendicular to the particle-pair axis.
In all samples, the lattice constant is a = 500 nm and the diameter of
one particle and the interparticle distance in the dimer are constant at
d1 = 90 nm and c = 150 nm, while the diameter of the second particle
is varied. The dashed black line indicates the position of the diffraction
edge.
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within this double SLR, can be adjusted by changing the
geometry of the base element to such an extent that it is
possible to excite strong collective modes with an antisym-
metric character. These findings extend the potential of
plasmonic arrays by offering an additional approach to
controlling optical properties. In addition to the potential for
sensing, lasing, solid-state lighting and magnonic effects
discussed above, interesting opportunities involving chiral
structures also exist.25 These, together with the potential for
various types of array fabrication, including DNA assembly38

and substrate conformal imprint lithography,24 indicate the
significant potential for plasmonic arrays involving lattice
resonances.

■ METHODS

Fabrication. Arrays of silver asymmetric disc dimers were
fabricated by electron-beam lithography on fused silica
substrates with subsequent thermal evaporation of a 30 nm
silver layer, followed by a standard lift-off procedure.
Measurements. Extinction measurements were performed

using an imaging spectrometer (Acton SpectraPro-2500i)
attached to an inverted microscope (Nikon ECLIPSE
TE2000-U), which had been modified to reduce the
illumination spot to a diameter of 30 μm with a beam
divergence of approximately 1°. All samples were index-
matched to the substrate (n = 1.515) to provide a
homogeneous environment. To facilitate comparison with the
calculations, the extinction spectrum was converted into an
extinction cross-sections per particle by normalizing to the area
of a unit cell.
S-Factor Modeling. We calculated the extinction spectra

for arrays of particles (Figure 2c,d) using a simplified form of
the coupled-dipole approximation, known as S-factor modeling:
First, the polarizability of each particle is determined from the
modified long-wavelength approximation.37 Then, to find the
response of the complete array, a particle in the center of the
array is selected, and the sum of the scattered field from all
surrounding particles (the S-factor) at this center position is
calculated, treating all particles as point-like dipole scatterers.
Finally, we convolve the spectra with a Gaussian of seven
points, where each point corresponds to 1 nm, to mimic the
binning procedure over pixel size in the experiment.
For arrays comprising a more complex basis than a single

particle, it is not immediately clear whether the modeling ought
to treat the two-particle basis as a single unit with a net dipole
moment and then consider the effects of the array, or to treat
them as two coupled subarrays with a single-particle basis each.
The latter turns out to be correct, as discussed in more detail in
ref 29. We have further modified the approach described
therein to enable calculations of subarrays with different base
particles like the ADD presented in this work, which leads to eq
1 and is further elaborated on in the Supporting Information.
Full-Wave Numerical Modeling. The spectra and field

maps presented in Figure 3 were calculated using the
commercial finite-element software ANSYS HFSS. The disc
dimers are modeled as silver (permittivity values taken from ref
39) cylinders embedded in a homogeneous environment with a
refractive index n = 1.515 and assumed to form an infinite array
by applying periodic Floquet boundary conditions. We excite
the sample with a plane wave under normal incidence, calculate
the extinction as 1 − T, and obtain the extinction cross-section
by normalization to the size of the unit cell.
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